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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

We are pleased to announce that Friends of
Dogbone Meadow is working with the City of
Novato to install the small dog area at
Dogbone Meadow. We have been working
hard for the past several years to raise money
for this small dog area and now it is going to
happen.

Please note that this area is not just for small
dogs that are timid and nervous but for older
dogs who would be badly injured if involved
in a collision with a running dog and for dogs
who are recovering from surgery or illness. It
will be a great place to socialize puppies.
Small dogs will not be required to use the
small dog area. If you have a small dog who
is happy in the regular large area, then leave
him or her there.

We are presenting the City with our gift of
$7000.00, our contribution toward the funds
needed, on April 15th at the City Council
meeting. The Parks and Recreation
Department is contributing the remainder of
the monies.

We also are very happy to announce that the
City has planned other improvements to the
park such as replacing the shelter and adding

a new one in the small dog area, moving the
watering station to the far end of the park
(with a French drain to take the excess water
away) and making the walkway around the
park more permanent and easily navigated.
They also suggest that they will come up with
a solution to the present ADA walkway that
has the slope that makes people nervous.
There are other upgrades under discussion at
this time and all this will result in a fresh,
renewed off leash dog park.

We do not have a schedule yet for the
completion of the work, but it will be started
soon. Your patience is needed during the
construction.

We are excited about the improvements and
know we will love the new look to our dog
park when it is completed.

Brian Pearson



THE GRASS IS DEFINITELY
GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE

OF THE FENCE
The newly reseeded area of the park will be
available in mid-April. It’s been a long wait,
but there were a lot more gophers than
expected and a lot less rain.

DISPENSING WITH THE
GOPHERS

Rumors abound that poison is being used to
kill the gophers in the dog park. Not so.
Traps are used to kill the gophers. Hundreds
have been done in during the reseeding
process. Flags were visible at various times;
they marked where the traps had been set in
the gopher holes so that the remains could be
found and removed.

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF PARK
RULES

We’re going to randomly pick a rule to
discuss each month. This month it’s rule
No. 11: Courteous, friendly human behavior
and respect for others is expected while using
this facility.

It would seem self-evident that people should
try to get along at the dog park, but the
Humane Society, who developed the rules,
apparently thought a reminder was necessary.

It’s generally a friendly bunch out at the dog
park; that’s one of its nicest attributes. After
all, if we didn’t love dogs in general and our
dogs in particular, we wouldn’t be there.
People like to talk to each other about the
various breeds and want to give and get
advice. But at the same time it’s important to
stay focused on one’s dog(s) – where he is,
what she’s doing, what’s going on around the
dog park. Is it time to move your dog to
another area?

The gate is a particularly tricky area. Dogs
congregate and it’s a small space, particularly

with the temporary fence nearby, and dogs
and people trying to get in the dog park start
off on a bad note. It isn’t easy, but it would
help if people would try to keep their dogs
away from the gate while people and dogs are
entering.

It may seem rude, but it’s important to always
close the gates behind you when coming or
going, even if someone is approaching. Too
much can go wrong in that split second the
gate is unlatched.

It is important to ask a dog’s owner if it is
okay before you offer a treat.

Another suggestion is to keep music to a
minimum. Every once in a while someone
shows up with a radio and blares it for
everyone to “enjoy.” Unfortunately, not
everybody has the same taste in music. It’s
probably best to leave the radio in the car.

SPRING BRINGS A NEW DANGER:
MUSHROOMS

A recent article in the Marin IJ pointed out the
dangers of death cap mushrooms, “which are
common in Marin County [and] are highly
toxic when eaten by dogs.” The recent rain
storms have resulted in “an abundance of
death cabs sprouting through the county...”
They are usually found under or near trees,
especially oak trees. (Consider the big
heritage oak at the dog park, which at the
moment is fenced off.) The article advises,
“If you see mushrooms in areas where your
dogs roam, remove them immediately. Wear
disposable gloves to avoid direct contact with
the mushrooms and discard in the trash where
no animal can get to them. Throw away the
gloves, and wash your hands well.”

The rest of the article – including symptoms
of mushroom poisoning and a photo of death
cab mushrooms – will be posted on the
bulletin board.



NOT YET A MEMBER? EASY TO JOIN! HERE’S THE FORM! OR JOIN ON THE
WEBSITE (have we mentioned the website lately?): www.friendsofdogbonemeadow.com

Name ___________________________________________________________

Street ___________________________________________________________

City/Zip___________________________________________________________

Telephone___________________________________________________________

Email___________________________________________________________

Dog’s name ___________________________________________________________

Individual voting membership ($26) _______ Send to:
Or
Individual associate membership ($13) _______ Friends of Dogbone Meadow
And/or P.O. Box 773
Donation ________ Novato, California 94948

TOTAL: ________
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOW TO DONATE PAINLESSLY

By clicking on a button on our website, 3% of your Amazon purchase will go to Friends of Dogbone Meadow. Here’s how it works:

1. Go to www.friendsofdogbonemeadow.com.

2. Click on the “About” tab, then lick on the “Donate” tab. The third option looks like this:

3. Click on the “Shop Amazon and Donate” button. You will be taken to a page that looks like this:

4. Click on the button to begin shopping at Amazon as usual. And THANK YOU!


